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About This Game

This is not your typical Maze game.

Utilize the transparent walls and breadcrumb trails to navigate your way through mazes as you collect keys and open doors.
Enter through teleporters and jump down the occasional hole as you make your way to your destination.

Build your own challenges for other players using the maze editor with everything at your disposal to make multi-floor puzzles.
Share your creations Online and compete for the fastest completion time.

Features 60 stock puzzles, Online leaderboards, a Maze Editor, play and share custom mazes online, multiple floors, keys, doors,
holes, key fragments, one way and two way teleporters.
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quot;I will kick you in the nuts!" nuff said, 10/10. It's a good game but the key wont work so I can't play it.. Fantastic game,
needs players.. A very good logic game but can't go fullscreen or change res (640x480 max).. 1st puzzle outside of the cell is
either broken or too difficult for a beginner area.. Very simple, not much depth but has potential to grow. I bought this for the
fitness aspect and it hasn't let me down. After 5 minutes of playing I was dripping with sweat. The developer could add more
modes and create a purely fitness aimed game.. One of my favorites! Very atmospheric, it drags you in the game. Loveble
characters, beautiful scenary, graphics and music. Good plot. Some of the puzzles didn't make much sense, though. Still, I hope
A Vampire Story 2 makes it, because it's got me hanging.
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excellent platformer. 7.8/10 Too much alexander
-IGN. I never imagined Jesus, so low quality..... There's something special about the Star Sky serie. I really like it. But, to my
opinion, the second one was better. It's still a very good game you should try.. The game has a little humor (not as funny as you
would think) "I eat resistance for breakfast!" The physics are terrible (compared to higer-ranking games), that's probably the
main bad thing I have to say. But the number of monsters and the size of them make up for it in brownie points. The campaign
is a little too short but overall, it's a fun game if you're looking for something that packs action! It was worth the 1$. :P. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IqnlHalBETY&list=UU7_-PLIhjsEBwIQXqKxmNpA
Spy Chameleon- RGB Agent, going into this you have to have the mind set of a time runner, and leader board player. The game
is devised up into many different levels and a large amount unlock to you as you progress so you don't get wall stuck on just one
mission. As you progress through the nicely designed levels the game gets much harder. The game does have stealth, and in the
earlier missions it is of heavy use, done right with the ability to change into four colors in order to blend into your background,
red, blue, green, teal. Sadly there is no color blind option in the menu.

The issues come from as you progress through the levels, the game turns into less of a stealth based, and more of a time runner.
Even through the clock runs up not down, every movement has to be perfect, ever time carried out flawless or else you will set
off an alarm and be sent back. This is good for people who want a hard time runner, leader board challenge, but for the rest of
us it kills the desire to play again. The game is not bad for what it does it does right, but its not so easy, and can get annoying
very fast.

So if you don't enjoy bashing your head for the fastest time, or improving your own score against your self then this will not be
for you. The stealth does not carry its self alone and is traded out for speed and perfect click timing on later missions. Thanks
for your time and viewership, for more reviews be sure to check out the channel here 
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. Bad voiceacting... Inposibile to aim whit ironsights... Bad story... Not worth it..
Classic RTS could have never been more classic... Great game!. Only weakness is about movement and foliage. Input controls
Chip very hard and it easily slip him to death unlike Windows 95 or DOS version.

Overall is great and makes you feel nostalgic. Recommend for puzzler and who feel very old lol.

I remembered when I found something interesting (aka cheat codes) about this game... Press some keys and let you skip level up
to 90 at once and about 145 levels at all.. You like (electronic) music and a nice little mix of Jump & Run and Puzzle-game?
Yes? Then this game is for you. Every level has its own soundtrack and everything moves with the beat. I often caught myself
jiggling with my foot because of the beat.
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